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Moderato.

How of-ten through
By the dim fire

life mid sorrow and strife We think of some one we love dear
light I've sat by at night In deep-meditation there

Though we're far apart we wish in our heart We had power to
Then I would scratch a small parlor match Its flame would roll
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draw them near
Some lovers so bold with plenty of
high in the air
I was thinking of one that I cherish so

gold
A pretty sweetheart try to catch
They plainly
dear
And my fate I was anxious to learn
Does he love me or

state they can tell their fate
By the burning of a match
not to myself I would say
As I'd watch the match slowly burn
CHORUS.

Tempo di Valse.

You take a match like this... Then think of your sweetheart's kiss... The wood may be soft and the match breaks off... You know that you're not missed... If it all burns out quite fast... Your darling then you clasp... You know she's true and loves but you... As long as life may last...